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Abstract
Gender stereotypes propagate through generations
like a loop without a clear start or end, constantly
reinforcing and being reinforced by the constructed,
gendered system of information around us. For this
project, I take the start of parenthood - the moment
when new parents begin to learn everything about
newborn care - as a critical point to encourage genderneutral parenthood and eventually, to fill the gender
gap in parents’ mental load.
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Prologue:

on gender, non-/binary
parenthood

Up until the beginning of 2020,
I had never thought about
working on a gender-related
topic for my master’s thesis.
Not because I didn’t see this
topic as worthing an entire
year of research and making – I
just didn’t expect it to be more
motivating than all the other
interesting fields would be. As I
tried to make a decision on my
thesis topic, three things related
to gender happened in my life
and to my closest people during
the first 9 months of 2020 that
led me to where I am now.
In February, a friend of mine, a
victim of domestic abuse, was
suspended from school together
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with the abuser due to the
fact that they both physically
attacked each other and that the
abuser had more solid evidence
against her than she had against
him. A few months later, my
same-sex partner came out to
her own family and started an
intensely heartbreaking war
with them ever since then, all
centered around the cultural
norm of heterosexual nuclear
family and the division of family
role implied by that norm. Soon
after that, when I started to look
at the job market around FMCG
corporates and thus randomly got
into the YouTube rabbit hole of
household products commercials,
I realized that almost 95% of

these ads are featuring women
caring herself and the family
(and the rest 1% are doing major
campaign by speaking against
this norm) and struggling with
different things related to the
care work. That was really, such
an epiphany moment when
I fully grasped what Victor
Papanek said about advertising
being the only phonier (and
more harmful) profession than
industrial design.1
Naturally, I found myself
thinking about gender when I
started my thesis year.
While it wasn’t initially clear
to me what to pivot on in this
gigantic topic, I knew that I
wanted to deal with something
mundane, something closely
related to those trivial parts of
our daily life. After all, we are
already crammed with daily dose
of gender stereotypes in such an
unconscious way, so maybe the
countermove should also exist in
a similar form .
It seems to me that these
three “accidents” in the life of
people I care share something
in common. Something about
how various aspects of our
society have been dictating the

way people interpret power
relations between different
genders - or maybe I should say
“misinterpret”. It is something
more than the gender inequality
itself, but how it’s been
communicated, represented or
misrepresented, understood,
dismissed, retained, reproduced
and confronted.
Throughout the development
of this project, I have been
frequently asked about why it is
framed within a gender-binary
context. This is mainly because
the big problem (“why and how
gender stereotypes are constantly
propagated from one generation
to the next?”) with which I
started my research mostly
happen to heterosexual nuclear
families, which is a structural
result of gender binarism.
Though one of my final goals is
to explore the idea of genderneutral parenting mentality and
I try to avoid using the words
“mom” and “dad”, I find it hard
to replace a real, binary voice,
offered by my interviewees,
with a more generalized “them”.
That being said, I want to stress
that parents who identify as
non-binary do face a lot of
challenges resulting from the
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binary norm of most societies
and cultures. At least under
the context of young Chinese
family, the very fact that my
randomly selected interviewees
all have clear binary gender
identifications could precisely
imply how unseen those nonbinary parents would feel and
thus the amount of struggle they
would face in day to day life.
Because of that, I believe this
topic deserves a whole different
study that highlights the nonbinary subjectivity instead
of incorporating this unique
identity into the umbrella of
“parents”.
On the other hand, most
non-binary people or nonheterosexual couples at the
moment don’t have a “template”
of interaction patterns to which
they would unconsciously fit
themselves in (i.e. there’s not
yet an established set of social
memes to follow), so it’s much
easier for these groups of people
to treat equality/balance of
mental load as a critical factor
to keep an eye on in their
relationship. A recent study on
marital strain and psychological
distress has revealed that women
in different-sex marriages
experience more distress
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associated with marital strain
than women and men in samesex marriages.2 The study was
also discussed by Professor
Stephanie Coontz in New York
Times article "How to Make Your
Marriage Gayer" in which she
attributed the study results to
the fact that same-sex couples
don't face power imbalance and
gender tension extending from
the larger society into their
relationships.3

Introduction

My inquiry has been guided by
several questions throughout
the process. I started with
evidences of gendered division
of labor within household and
individual narratives of gendered
parenthood & childhood I
collected from my peers,
asking why and how gender
stereotypes are propagated
through generations. Halfway
through this project, the research
was pivoted to the start of
parenthood and newborn care as
a critical poin in the loop of the
constantly propagating gender
stereotypes. From then on, my
research and design experiments
have been mainly focused on
the question of "why do female
parents tend to carry more

mental load since the beginning
of parenthood?"
A large part of my research
consists of individuals' oral
account of their childhood
experience (for the "big picture"
research) and their experience
of becoming new parents (for
the "zoom in" part). Instead of
adhering to a problem-solving
approach that assumes gender
stereotypes as the overarching,
predetermined source of the
prolem, this study focused
on probing an alternative
understanding of reasons
behind the gender gap in
parenting mentality with a more
phenomenological mindset.
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"What is a public space
where you spent plenty
of time with your mother
or other female family
members?
What is an object that
immediately reminds
you of your mother or
other female family
members?"
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"What is a public space
where you spent plenty
of time with your father
or other male family
members?
What is an object that
immediately reminds
you of your father
or other male family
members?"
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Interview:
The big picture

Female / 24 / Shanghai

Male / 25 / Pakistan

-She recalls how her dad only asked
her about general life “facts” but
not deeper, more complex things
happening in her thoughts as a
teenager, whereas her mother
would happily have very intimate

-His mother really wanted a daughter for the first child,
but instead got him. Since childhood, he (and his older
brother) was raised and taught to do most of the house
chore at home.

conversations with her on those
aspects.

he and his brother who were doing most house chores.
Interestingly, a lot of traditional “man stuff” are typically
done by female members at home. The mother’s
explanation to the disproportionate distribution of house
chores among sons and daughters is that the girls will
have to spend a large chunk of their life doing chores after
they grow up and get married, so they should enjoy some
time living as little princess when they are still young.

-After the family got two daughters later, it was still

-The result of this decision is that he now feels much more
comfortable and easier to do house chores (wash dishes/
laundries, etc) than peer males. (This entire conversation
was raised when we were talking about the almost
universally held false impression by men that they spent
“a lot of time” doing house chores.)

Female / 23 / Shanghai
-She owns and teaches at an after-school Chinese
literature program. She noticed that boys’ parents are
extra happy to see their children spending time with
young male staff there.
-She observed that young female teachers would usually
avoid showing their tattoos or smoking when parents
are present, whereas male teachers just don’t care at all.
She thinks this is because female teachers are aware that
parents typically judge them more than they do towards
male teachers.
16
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Female / 21 / Colorado
-She recalls that her mother always sit aside when her
father played soccer with she and her sister because her
mother felt that’s not her “territory” and also believed that
she wasn’t good at sports. On contrary, her father really
valued this soccer time as a critical part of his fatherhood.

her own expression. She believes
that the process of speaking is crucial
to forming one’s own thoughts and
that her mother’s self-suppression
on verbal expression would harm
her capability of critical/independent
thinking.

-When her father eventually got a new job in a different
city after four years of unemployment, the entire family
moved to that new city, although her mother earned much
more money than her father. The rest of the family all
agreed to move the new city because they sensed that her
father had been experiencing some sort of identity crisis
since the start of his unemployment.

-Her parents usually expressed their
concerns about her inability to cook
well/do house chores because they
are worried that it would be hard
for her to find a husband and her
potential mother-in-law would be
unsatisfied by that.

Female / 30 / Taiwan
-Before high school, she went to “average” level of primary
school and middle school where the student body consists
of an unfiltered mix of people from all types of families.
Generally, teachers were more strict towards female
students in terms of some non-academic performance
than they are towards male students. (gendered virtue,
etc)
-Growing up, she has been praised for being empathetic
and kind, which she said were something impacted by her
dad and a male teacher in primary school. Meanwhile,
she was often criticized by her parents/techers for being
disobedient/naughty
-Her boyfriend feels recalled that he was praised for
kindness and strong academic performance on maths /
logical stuff. In comparison, she thinks that she really not
talented in mathematics.
-She thinks that she’s a very expressive person, and
always feels concerned that her mother tends to suppress
18

Female / 24 / Hunan
-She was once a part of computer science competition
group in high school but quitted halfway because she
was discouraged to spend too much time on such kinds
of time-consuming extracurricular activities. Her parents
thought that was too risky for a girl and she should focus
on preparing the standardized college entry exam instead.
-She observed that many female students were facing
similar dilemmas in this extracurriculum competition
issue. On one hand, female students tend to have
advantages in standardized college entrance exam since
the stereotypical characteristics that girls have been raised
to follow--such as being able to stay still and calm for a
long time (坐得住)-- are the exact characteristics needed
in order to get enough amount of “practice tests” done
and to stay vigilant to the traps in those extremely tricky
questions in the actual college entry exam.
19

Female / 23 / Hong Kong
Her father is avery successful yet busy entrepreneur.
Growing up, she has never had "bonding time" with him
except that every weekend, he would drive the family
to a luxurious shopping mall to shop and have dinner
there. However, during those shopping time, he would
most likely not accompany her mother and her. Instead,
he would just stroll away and meet with the mother and
daughter at the end of their shopping trip.
-Her father was not involved in most of the critical or
non-critical decision-making moments in her life as
a teenager. It's always her mother who helped make
decisions regarding education.
-She went to a private Catholic girl's school that covers all
the way from kindergarten to high school, until she went
to US for college. She remembers taking weekly classes
on female etiquettes/virtues which most students took
very seriously because they are graded in the same way as
other academic classes.
-When she was little, she used to take ballet classes on
weekends. Most of the students there were taken to and
picked up from the class by female caregivers (either their
mothers or female foreign domestic helpers, which are
very popular in Hong Kong). But there is one girl who
constantly had her father do this job simply because that
girl's mother was a busier professional than her father
was. She (my interviewee) recalls that the father-daughter
pair showed no signs of uncomfortableness of it, and she
believes that if the daughter had felt awkwardness, the
father would also show uncomfortableness.

20
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Design
Precedents:

Inspirations & cautions
“How”
Before jumping into design precedents that have inspired
me on what to work on, I want to share an overview of
precedents that have inspired me on how to work (design).

Mikhail Bakhtin,
Dorothy E. Smith,
and the backfiring design of
modern kitchen
I discovered the work of Mikhail Bakhtin when I was
researching the phenomenon of everyday life. While the
topic generally falls into phenomenology and sociology, I
find it extremely relevant to the field of Industrial Design in
this age of rapid innovation and uncertainty. In comparison
to the traditional sociological approach which, from a topdown view, studies the society as a collection of objective
“knowledge”, everyday life sociology emphasizes the study
of those seemingly banal micro-moments in our daily lives
as well as various relations and interactions that define
how those moments would typically happen. Among the
significant figures that represent this realm of study, I have
been particularly impressed by Mikhail Bakhtin whose
22

theory focuses on the “I-other relation” and the participatory
thinking that comes with it.
Bakhtin is certainly not the first one who studied the
relations between “self” and “other”, but what interests me
about his work is his idea on the importance of an always
ongoing co-participatory experience happening between
two individuals in their everyday life that “makes a viable
interhuman ethics possible”. Such experience and the
formation of interhuman ethical relation, as he claims,
require a “loving and value-positing consciousness” that
is usually absent from communications based solely on
“cognitive-discursive thought”.4
I’m sure Bakhtin had no idea what discursive design is
when he wrote about his arguments in 1990. However,
the way he distinguishes the co-participatory experience
and cognitive-discursive experience is very thoughtprovoking for me as I keep ruminating over the discursive/
speculative theme that has dominated a large chunk of the
MID program. Though I do appreciate the eventual goal that
discursive and speculative design approaches are seeking
after as well as their effectiveness in specific areas (such
as emerging technologies), I believe that it’s not enough
to just provoke discussions/debates if we try to use design
to facilitate critical changes regarding persistent, deeply
institutionalized, and urgent issues that could most likely
perpetuate into any “tomorrow” areas if not being addressed
effectively today, from the perspective our everyday life.
Conversely, I think what Bakhtin proposed as a continuous
co-participatory experience of everyday life has partly
illustrated the path that I would like to pursue -that is, to
create lasting environments where different entities can be
fully engaged in an empathetic experience while keeping
updating their interactions.
Under the same umbrella of everyday life sociology, Dorothy
E. Smith’s work has also largely inspired and influenced
my approach to this thesis project. When she noticed
the disparity between her life as a mother—shaped by a
23

gendered social experience—and that as a phD student in
the academic world of sociology which was then ruled by
male voice, Smith pointed out the absence of consideration
in “standpoint” in the study of sociology and that this was
both a result from and the cause of this discipline’s maledominated nature. Based on this point, she questioned
the validity of an “objective knowledge of social life” that
sociology claimed to have access to, suggesting that the
discipline should acknowledge its intrinsic disconnection
from the immediate realities of everyday life and the
consequent distortion of everyday life as experienced by
marginalized groups. In order to undo such distortion, Smith
argued, we need to take into account the “relations of ruling”
that define how different entities interact and experience
their daily life.5
Smith’s work reminds me of the starting point of modern
domestic space—the Frankfurt kitchen which was created
with a good intention to emancipate women but later faced
criticism on its unintended result.
Designed by Austrian architect Margarete SchütteLihotzky in 1926, the Frankfurt kitchen transformed the
kitchen space from a traditionally messy, hidden space
into an organized, neat space that maximizes efficiency
and minimizes human power. Though Schütte-Lihotzky’s
intention was to help housewives reduce time spent on
kitchen work, this taylorized and compact design was
criticized for isolating housesives and precluding other
family members from helping with the kitchen work.6
Also, while the project was originally a part of Weimar
government’s social housing project, after it was brought
into the United States and quickly adapted to the local
consumers’ market, somehow it started to evolve into
a central symbol of “good wife”, the very identity that
consumerism at the time was trying to promote and
advertise to.7

The Frankfurt Kitchen
Margarete Schütte-Lihotzky, 1926
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The problematic part might start from the very beginning.
Schütte-Lihotzky's primary goal was very much inspired
25

was a friend of Schütte-Lihotzky, wrote a song with music
video in tribute to the architect. At the end of this song,
Rotifer humorously included a quote by Schütte-Lihotzky in
an interview conducted late in her life: "If I had known that
everyone would keep talking about nothing else, I would
never have built that damned kitchen!"10

The Frankfurt Kitchen, 2008, Video stills,
Music, words, paintings, and script by Robert Rotifer

by a book on household efficiency written by American
economist Christine Frederick, who embraced Taylorism as
key to improve household efficiency. While Frederick's work
convinced Schütte-Lihotzky that "women’s struggle for
economic independence and personal development meant
that the rationalization of housework was an absolute
necessity", the architect later pointed out that she "had never
run a household before designing the Frankfurt Kitchen
and had non idea about cooking."8 By building her design
entirely based on theories about efficiency, ergonomics and
objective knowledge and studies of housewives, Schütte-

The Frankfurt Kitchen, 2008, Video stills,
Music, words, paintings, and script by Robert Rotifer
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Lihotzky missed the subtle, subjective emotional elements in
her users' kitchen journey. This was well put in Tejal Rao's
The Atlantic article: " The Frankfurt Kitchen might have
been efficient, but the thing about being human is that you
can work inefficiently anywhere. You can waste time or
stress out or walk around aimlessly, in any kitchen."9
In 2008, Austrian artist Robert Rotifer, whose grandmother
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“What”
THe Frankfurt Kitchen
Floor Plan
Römerstadt Social Housing,
Frankfurt,, Germany. 1926

Caroline Criado Perez

Architect: Margarete
Schütte-Lihotzky

The Frankfurt Kitchen
Margarete Schütte-Lihotzky, 1926

Caroline Criado Perez is a British journalist, activist and
author whose work on gender data gap has inspired me a
lot. Though she never publicly claimed herself as a design
researcher, her research in gendered data bias is incredibly
relevant to the field of industrial design, since these data
biases mostly ended up evolving into designed products that
perpetuate gender stereotypes or even threaten women’s
lives. For example, vehicle safety tests done with dummy
human models in male-body configuration, AI-powered
telemedicine products that offer medical suggestions based
on only male data, and urban infrastructures and public
service planning made without consideration of unpaid
care work - the list goes on and on. What I appreciate
most about her work is that her research has covered both
digital products that have emerged recently and physical
products with extremely long histories, which points to the
fact that the gender data gap isn’t something new that only
started to exist in the age of big data, but something that
has profoundly influenced the history of design since a long
time ago.11
However, her work also made me wonder if the logic behind
solutions to these gender data gap is truly moving our
reality towards a more equal society. One of the examples
she gave in her book Invisible Women is the change in
snow-clearing policy in Karlskoga, Sweden. As mentioned
above, most unpaid care work is done by women and such
work (including taking out and picking up children, grocery
shopping, etc.) in urban space requires complicated on-foot
travel patterns—the so-called “trip-chaining”. In comparison,
men, who have a relatively higher rate of access to cars,
typically travel in a simpler pattern shaped by their twicea-day commuting routes. Therefore, the original snowclearing policy which prioritized major traffic arteries
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assistance products. An invention from collaboration
among linguists, engineers and activists, Q was invented
for two main purposes: to make technologies more inclusive
to people with non-binary gender identities, and to stop
technologies and digital products from perpetuating
cognitive associations between certain types of tasks and
female voice/male voice—associations that essentially
reinforce gender stereotypes.13

A woman struggles against wind and drifting snow in Stockholm
December 5, 2012. Image by Reuters.

over sidewalks and bicycle paths was essentially making
women travel harder. After the city switched this service
hierarchy upon activists’ demand, policymakers noticed
a drop in public healthcare expenses because much fewer
pedestrian injuries happened from walking on slippery/
snowy surfaces.12
The story is very inspiring, but it also made it tempting
to think that this change in public policy has actually
bolstered the disproportionate share of domestic care work
by making the on-foot trip-chaining easier for the group of
demographic who have lower access rate to cars.

Q, the gender-neutral voice
assistant

The First Genderless Voice
https://www.genderlessvoice.com/

I find this invention particularly inspiring and important as
its invention represents a question imposed on designers’
obsession with user-centered design. Since the emergence
of AI voice products, most tech companies have chosen
to use the voice that they believe would make users more
comfortable—namely, female voice for assistive tasks and
male voice for information from more authoritative sources.
Understandably, such decisions in digital product design
have been made based on the goal of achieving the best
user experience that eventually leads to the best business
results, and I believe that tech companies must have done
tons of A/B testings to make sure their voice UI is optimized
to attract most users. However, the optimized results are
usually just another designed reinforcement of what our
human brains are used to, which is essentially stereotypical
associations between various concepts and entities.
I consider Q as an important design precedent for my
thesis project not just because it also tries to tackle issues
in designs that perpetuate gender stereotypes, but because
as a design solution, it has been deliberately engineered
to provide the same level of user-friendliness compared to
what is commonly available right now. This project started
from questioning the legitimacy of a ubiquitous design
element and made visible an alarming issue that most people
have been unconsciously contributing to, but ended up with
a readily viable solution that on its own would not make
users feel accused.

Q is the world’s first genderless AI voice for use in digital
30
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"Siri’s ‘female’
obsequiousness – and
the servility expressed
by so many other
digital assistants
projected as young
women – provides a
powerful illustration
of gender biases
coded into technology
products, pervasive in
the technology sector
and apparent in digital
skills education."

Ring Fit
Adventure,
Lee Jihye Game
I knew very little about game
design, and my experience as a
game player is very limited, too.
Within my limited knowledge and
experience with games, Ring Fit
Adventure and Lee Jihye Game
are the two that I believe have
done really good jobs in inviting
users to immerse themselves in an
experience that they are not used
to.
A very successful and popular
fitness game based on Nintendo
Switch platform, Ring Fit
Adventure has gamified daily
workout that people usually find
boring and hard to stick to as a
routine. By embedding workout
sessions of different intensities into
an adventure storyline that leads to
a final goal, the game has created a
seemingly irrelevant goal (“beating
the evil monster”) for users while
actually helping users to form
workout habits.
Ring Fit Adventure, Nintendo

In comparison, the Lee Jihye Game
is more directly related to my
topic of interest. The board game
invites a group of players to roleplay different people with close
relationships with Lee Jihye—the
protagonist who is depicted as a

——UNESCO Report, "I'd blush if I could - Closing Gender Divides in Digital Skills Through Education"16
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Top left: a group of players playing Lee
Jihye Game, 스브스뉴스 subusunews
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=9pAnKMFDeA

Bottom left and right: partial
translation of game components,
Zhang Wanqing, Sixth Tone

typical teenage girl in South Korea. All players, who are
Jihye’s mother, father, brother, boyfriend and girlfriend,
share the same goal—making Jihye survive as a human for
as long as possible by choosing the “correct reaction” for her
when she is in sexist scenarios.14 The game simulates realworld scenarios very well, which actually makes the game a
quite hard one.
Most players eventually realize that there is no such thing
as the perfectly fine reaction in any sexist scenarios that
Jihye—like any other girls—could be subject to in reality. The
most important part is that as a team of players with the
same shared goal, each player would notice that they might
have all contributed to the tragic end regardless of their
own genders and that they might have all conformed to the
patriarchal rules regardless of their original intentions on
the choices they’ve made.
I see both of these games as excellent examples of “poetic
education”—poetic in a sense that they resort to powerful
metaphors while at the same time being close enough to the
reality that they eventually impose a real impact on the user.
Both games have also illustrated something very close to the
kind of co-participatory experience described by Bakhtin.

Girls Garage
Founded by Emily Pilloton in 2013, Girls Garage is a
California-based non-profit design and building workspace
dedicated for teenage girls to learn and practice carpentry,
architecture, design, engineering and other STEM-related
creative skills. The program provides shop space and
equipment that are often not readily accessible or familiar
to female youth. Most importantly, it offers a supportive
environment where girls learn to stay fearless through
building and making with peer female builders and the allfemale instructor team.
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As the program points out on its website, the capabilities
of building and physical knowledge of using power tools
are not just about the tools or the built results themselves.
Instead, it’s about processes as vehicles for the users/
builders to be aware of their power and agency.15
In most parts of the world, girls at their young age typically
have much fewer chances to learn to use power tools
and relevant building skills from their family members
compared to their male peers. As a result, many of them
don’t realize about their own potentials to shape the
world around them. In this sense, Girls Garage acts like
an equalizer that, through the collective power of female
builder community, challenges the stereotypical norm of
gendered education experience.
In addition to the learning opportunities, the visibility of
female builder role models it has created in its semi-public
space is also very inspiring. A critical factor that contributes
to gendered childhood and education is the lack of visibility
to older generations of all gender showing equal variety
of capabilities and personalities, which in turn could be
reflected by gendered parenthood. While the example here
is about ability to build, it could also be about ability to care,
to cry, to do anything while being visible without feeling
pressured to follow only social memes of femininity and
masculinity.

Builder Bootcamp, Girls Garage
https://girlsgarage.org/program/summerbuilder-bootcamp/
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Discursive
Experiments
What If...

Think about Expo passport or national
park passport where you document
different milestones of your journey
with those little stamps.
The collectibility of these proofs
of achievment functions as the
key to their attraction to kids (or
adults as well). Kids would make
mindful decisions on what their next
destination should be in order to
further fill the blanks in their passport.
What if we can borrow this simple
yet effective design to encourage a
more holistic childhood experience of
learning about all kinds of attributes/
capabilities instead of following the
cultural memes of gendered attributes/
capabilities.

Imagine when The Sims become a mandatory
homework for primary school kids, but in a
special “Family Observer” version.
Students will need to observe and record what
their parents have done on a weekly basis, and
simulate in the game a world where moms and
dads switch their roles by updating the traits of
their parent-sims based on their observations.
The goal is to get kids involved in recognizing
any possible unequal power relations in
their families and initiate conversations with
parents.

--"When you choose baby clothes, do you
follow a specific type of aesthetics or color
palette based on gender?"
--"It doesn't really matter at this point. You
know, for baby under 1 yr old, nothing
matters more than safety and comfort."
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Is our ability to make decisions when
shopping for certain products limited by
the constructed information barrier against
certain gender?
For example, why do comestic products
have to use enigmatic names and codes to
categorize their colors and textures - which
are then decoded in verious social media and
consumer reviews? Does that, in some way,
contribute to the stereotypical impression
of this being a "feminine territory"? Could
it be as simple as sliding the color mixing
interface in photoshop? Would that make the
experience of shopping for cosmetics appear
less gendered?

40
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I am by no means a Teletubbies fanatic, but images of their daily
life and habitat kept coming back to my mind after I watched Tati’s
Mon Oncle. The design language of Tubbytronic Superdome—what
their house is officially called, if you are curious—reminds me
of those ridiculous, ultra-modernist furniture and architecture
in Tati’s film where artifacts prioritize the owners’ performative
identities over actual physical and mental interactions. But what’s
different about this dome is its warmness and tenderness - not
sure if that comes from its form which makes it seem to be a living
creature creeping underneath the ground, or simply from its
biophilic grassy exterior.
Imagine that you own Tubbytronic Superdome now.
If you stay in this house alone, you start to feel a sense of
detachment from the current time being. The entire fact that
Teletubbies used to live here puts you in the belief that this space
belongs to a crazy, cold, tech-ruled era. But as soon as you think
of what their daily activities looked like - all they did was playing
with each other, rolling around, making troubles here and there
- you start to realize how their life is filled with idyllic scenes.
Teletubbies are just like figures in Manet’s painting. And they are
probably nude, too (have you ever seen they took off their outfit?
No because that is their skin.)
Perhaps this is what Teletubbies wanted for their home. A space
that belongs to no certain time, lifestyle, or context.

Vignette
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Female / 30
-I tend to trust social media platform of certain size
more than smaller online communities (due to smart
recommendations/amount of useful experience being
shared).
-I did most of the research because of more free time
(maternal leave).

What feels satisfying / fun?
-Browsing through cute toys/clothes (which I found more
enjoyable than buying clothes for myself)

Which part(s) of new-born-related shopping /
care work were mostly done by your partner?

Research:
Zoom In
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-Learning about and buying larger stuff that need more
understanding of “specs”
-Selecting clothes for our daughter based on his own
personal preferences, usually at offline stores.

As new parents, who do you think is more
stressful?
-My husband. He needs to do almost all the house
chores while maintaining his image as the hardworking
breadwinner. Plus, he doesn’t have anyone (except me) to
share his anxiety.
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Female / 28

Female / 34

Female / 29

-“RED” was very useful, but I had to focus on my own
standards in order to not get overwhelmed by so many
shared stories

-I got a list of useful baby
products from my close
friend while also did
research on “RED” for cross
references. Now looking
back, I realize that a lot of

-I learned about most essential products through social
media (Tik Tok and “RED”) as well as tons of Wechat group
chats. My most trusted information sources are small
business owners who sell baby products.

-I was not much involved in those group chats. For
many moms, those groups are not just where you share
experience but also all kinds of emotions. Personally, I
don’t want to be exposed to anxiety and other negative
emotions.

What feels satisfying / fun?
-The learning process driven by my curiosity at early
stages of pregnancy (before I got tired of so many things to
remember)

Which part(s) of new-born-related shopping /
care work were mostly done by your partner?

-I did most product/
experience research because
the recommendation
algorithm used by “RED”
won’t do anything helpful
for my husband who never
used it before.

-Looking for solutions to existing problems (as opposed
to worrying about / taking preventive measures against
potential risks)

What feels satisfying

-Play with our daughter

-Witnessing the baby
reaching milestones one
after another as she grew
bigger

As new parents, who do you think is more
stressful?
-I feel more stressful because I’m constantly worrying
about more detailed issues such as checking if the baby
just pooped, checking if she is rolling off her bed or kicking
off her blanket at night. My partner just doesn’t have that
ability to sense such small details. I think it’s more of a
mother’s innate ability.
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products recommended on
those online communities
are just placebos. Some
so-called methodologies are
probably just made-up stuff.

/ fun?

Which part(s) of newborn-related shopping

-The amount of information/options is a little

/ care work were

overwhelming but I’m happy to spend time on those
things. I’m very patient with anything related to the baby.
Sometimes when it’s really hard to choose, I would buy
a few different ones and try them out to see which one
works best for me/for my son, and then sell the rest or
give them to others.

mostly done by your
partner?
-Learning about and buying
larger stuff that he would
handle for most time
(stroller, safety seat)

As new parents, who

What feels satisfying / fun?
-Imagining how my son would look like when using these
products / wearing these clothes

do you think is more
stressful?

Which part(s) of new-born-related shopping /
care work were mostly done by your partner?

-I’m probably the more
stressful one, especially
after I resumed my
professional work. I felt a
little guilty as I had to cut
down my bonding time with
my baby.
-On a emotional or mental
level, I think my partner
started to build intimate
relationship with the baby
much later than I did,
even though he tried to
participate in care work as
much as he can.

-He spent much less time on such things because he was
a lot busier than me. He would help me make decisions
when I felt confused about our needs or overwhelmed by
the amount of options.

As new parents, who do you think is more
stressful?
-I’m absolutely more stressful. I’m constantly worrying
about anything that might go wrong with the baby, such
as not finishing his meals properly, keeping crying all
the time, or kicking off blankets. Sometime even nothing
really happened, I would wake up at night just because I
was too worried.
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Male / 25

Male / 38

Male / 35

-Our baby came much earlier than what we had planned,
so I wasn’t that much mentally prepared to think of what
I’m supposed to do to become a father.

-I never did research on
specific products, but I
learned about newborn care
and infant development
from books and online
courses which my friend
recommended to me.

-My partner wanted to keep things straightforward
and efficient, so we didn’t bother to research on social
media. Most of our information comes from our doctor
and guidance offered onsite by stores, as well as amazon
reviews.

-I got most of my knowledge on newborn care from
Google and my partner as well. I tried offering some
suggestions on which specific products we should buy, but
she thought those were awful, so I gave up.

What feels satisfying / fun?
-Playing with our son.

Which part(s) of new-born-related shopping /
care work were mostly done by your partner?
-She did most of the product research on “RED” because
she’s been using this app for so long and therefore much
more familiar with it than I am. I know there’s a lot of
useful information shared on it but I think it’s a very girly
app.

As new parents, who do you think is more
stressful?
-My partner is more stressful in terms of more detailed
care work. I spend much more time just playing with my
son. He enjoys it and I enjoy it, too. I even let him call me
brother.
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-I’m in a Wechat group
formed by alums who have
become parents. They
share all kinds of parental
experiences/activities.
Most of them have really
successful careers that help
afford the best education
for their kids. That has
made me very anxious,
but I think anxiety is not
necessarily a bad thing.
-I did most of the diaper
changing, but not much
other care work.

What feels satisfying
/ fun?
-I learned to play harmonica
(without any previous
background in music) for
my daughter. That made
me proud of myself but also
made me realize that there’s
a long way to go to become
a good parent.

Which part(s) of
new-born-related
shopping / care work
were mostly done by
your partner?
-My partner and the baby
nurse did most of the
research on baby products
because she is more familiar
with social media resources.
She also spent more time
reading stories for the baby
because I was working in a
different city at the time. I
tried remote story-reading
but it was very hard to do it
consistently.

As new parents, who
do you think is more
stressful?
-My partner got postpartum
depression, so she must
be the one who felt more
stressful, even though the
stress didn’t come from all
the newborn care work. I
also felt very stressful as a
new parent most because I
was worried that I wouldn’t
be good enough to be a
“good dad”.

-We had some back and forth in selecting the right infant
formula brand, but that was still essentially following
opinions of different doctors.

What feels satisfying / fun?
-The sense of control I felt after completing a series of
small tasks. It’s like you have a big project with many
smaller components to fill in
-Being able to honestly express my emotion

Which part(s) of new-born-related shopping /
care work were mostly done by your partner?
-Both of us are involved in all parts of the care work, but
I spend more time on things related to the baby overall
because he’s busier with his job than I am.

As new parents, who do you think is more
stressful?
-Similar, but in general, neither of us feels very anxious
or stressful since we’ve been keeping everything simple. I
probably carry a little more mental load because I always
have a very sensitive personality.
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25

Male / 30
-I learned about newborn care and infant development
mostly from books, online resources shared by experts in
this field and courses they offer via a mobile app. There
is a user community within that app where all the users
(newbie parents) share troubleshooting experience with
each other. I found that very helpful. My partner has a
few Wechat “mom groups”, but I’m not involved in those
groups. I use “RED”, too, but not that much.
I picked all the clothes for our daughter, mostly based on
my personal preference. Aesthetics doesn’t really matter
that much compared to materials and fittings for babies
younger than 1-yr-old.

If you scored 100
points for taking
care of and
carrying mental
load about the
newborn, how
many points
would you give
to your partner
regarding the
same aspects?

Before birth

After birth

20

15

10

5

What feels satisfying / fun?
0

-Just looking at our baby is fun enough. She literally looks
like a combination of my partner and I.

50

100

150

200

250

300

50

100

150

200

250

300

Which part(s) of new-born-related shopping /
4

care work were mostly done by your partner?
-We share care work evenly. However, our baby had a
serious sleeping trouble and she only wanted her mom to
pat her (she could really tell it was me or her mom).

Level of
positive
feelings
related
to the
baby

3

As new parents, who do you think is more
Level of
anxiety
related
to the
baby

stressful?
-Roughly the same. Before our baby’s sleeping issue
disappeared, it was definitely my partner who was more
stressful since she had to get up a few times every night.
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2

What did your
level of positive
feelings and
anxiety related
to the baby look
like?

1

1st-2nd
trimester of
pregnancy

2nd-3rd
trimester of
pregnancy

Baby 0-3
months

Baby 3-6
months

Baby 6-12
months
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Based on data collected from interviews with eight new
parents and a quantitative survey conducted with 53
samples (male parents age 26-40 living in major cities of
China), we can easily tell the difference between male
and female parents’ focuses on their newborns. For both
fun parts and stressful parts, female parents’ answers are
centered on activities in which the newborns are the more
crucial participants, whereas male parents’ responses to
fun and stressful parts lean towards activities in which
either they themselves are the sole participants or they
are equally crucial as the newborn.
In other words, female parents’ sources of happiness
and anxiety are closely tied to their role as the baby’s
“caregiver” while male parents‘ sources of happiness nad
anxiety are more likely related to their role as the baby’s
“companion” or “role model”.

Takeaways

identity caregiver

This is not saying male parents are unaware of their
responsibility to care. In fact, both narratives and survey
results have shown that male parents do actively learn
about newborn care and participate in intimate care
work. What the finding above really tells us is that male
parents have unconsciously separated their parental
responsibilities and their parental emotional experiences
while female parents have them mostly overlapped. As
a result, despite the similar level of awareness regarding
their responsibilities after they know about the existence
of their babies, such awareness does not transform into
actual physical and mental workload for female and male
parents on an equal level.
How did that separation start? The answer might have
something to do with the different composiitons of male
and female new parents' information sources and more
importantly, how those compositions have affected their
emotional journeys of information acquisition.

identity companion /
role model
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F / 30

The good and bad loose
communities

Word of Mouth

Loose Communities

F / 34
Word of Mouth

Loose Communities

Experts

When information on baby products and care tips is
shared, anxieties or other mental stresses are shared at
the same time. Since the user groups of these platforms
are highly gendered, such shared anxieties hardly reach
male new parents. After the baby is born, these loose
communities continue to impact their members’ parenting
practice in good and bad ways.

F / 28
Experts

A big part of female parents’ knowledge source consists of
different forms of “loose communities”. These communities
could be online and offline, formed among colleagues,
neighbors, friends, loyal customers of the same baby
product store, and even strangers. At the beginning of
their journey as new parents when they start to shop for
baby products, pregnant female parents load their Wechat
chat lists and social media platforms with these loose
communities as they find the first-hand (sometimes even
live-streamed) product review more reliable and insightful
than information that appears to be more “objective”.

Word of Mouth

Male Parents

Loose Communities

Experts

Female Parents

parental
emotional
experiences

Word of Mouth

parental
responsibilities

parental
responsibilities

Loose Communities

Experts

parental
emotional
experiences

This is not anything new. In the old days when online
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Experts

Loose Communities

loose
communities

parental
responsibilities

parental
responsibilities

M / 30
Experts

Shared from partner

M / 38
Experts

eCommerce reviews

Shared from partner

M / 25
Experts

Loose
Communities
Loose Communities

eCommerce reviews

In-store display

Shared from partner
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parental
emotional
experiences

Female Parents - Presence of loose
communities

Male Parents - Presence
of loose communities

shopping and group chat didn’t exist, such “esoteric”
experience-sharing networks took the form of tightlyknit communities among female family members or
close neighbors of all generations. Empirical tips and
tricks, along with mentalities and sentiments, were
passed down through oral accounts within the scope
of these communities, making “mothering” something
more than “parenting”. Today, while the internet has
technically neutralized care-related information by
making it accessible to an immensely broader audience
regardless of gender, internet users are still consciously
or unconsciously isolated from certain information paths
as a result of data-driven operating strategies of many
popular digital products. Essentially, the tradition was not
replaced, but digitized and reinforced.
Meanwhile, though the booming e-commerce world is
theoretically reducing the hassle involved in baby product
shopping experience, its “flatness” has made mental load
associated with such kinds of shopping activities invisible
to bystanders. What appears to be as simple as one click
is covering up mental work as exhausting as hours of
research and comparison on the product and related tasks.
In fact, because of the close connection between social
media platforms and e-commerce platforms, the amount
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of user-generated content feed is essentially creating
another source of anxiety for users of those social media
platforms, which happen to be mostly female. Again, such
a causal relationship is not anything new--instead, it is
exactly the cyber version of what American psychologist
Barry Schwartz described in his work The Paradox of
Choice, with the only and most important difference being
how the user group is hyper-gendered.

and seek after in a goal-rational way and other things
in a value-rational way. In most cases, the goal-rational
category represents what we think we are good at (or even
just what we want ourselves to seem good at) whereas the
value-rational category represents what we actually have
gained expertise in—through confronting uncertainties,
experiencing mistakes and sharing lessons learned with
others.

Goal-rational vs. Value-rational,
Adaptability vs. the Universal
Optimum
The different ways through which new parents gather
information and make sense of their system of knowledge
— characterized by the presence/absence of loose
communities — could be better understood with Max
Weber's model of ideal types of social actions.
For male new parents, the action of learning about
newborn care is mostly a goal-rational one, meaning
that they tend to optimize the efficiency to find the
"universally" best solutions to known questions. In this
case, the means through which they reach their end goal
is just a tool.
In contrast, female new parents tend to act in a more
value-rational approach when doing these same tasks,
meaning that they believe in the value embeded in their
means (learning from loose communities). In this case, that
specific kind of value is the capability to quickly adapt to
potential problems—which could only be gained through
learning from all kinds of lessons and mistakes. Therefore,
instead of prioritizing efficiency, they prioritize the value
lying in their exchange of empirical expperience with their
loose communities.
In our daily life, there are certain things that we learn
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“I did most of
the experience
research because
the recommendation
algorithm used
by ‘RED’ won’t do
anything helpful for
my husband who had
never used it before.”
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“I know there’s
probably a lot of
useful information
shared on it but I
think it’s an app for
female users.”
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Culmination

If we divide the goal of a specific design into two parts - one as the
emotional and the other functional - a successful design would
bring some extra elements after it meets existing user need under
each of these two categories. As I reflect on my research findings,
I keep asking myself what kind of extra (bonus?) emotional
purpose I want to (or should?) bring to the users after the design
meets their intuitive emotional need.
To answer that question, I started to look for the emotional benefit
female parents got from newborn care — the kind of benefit that
was missing from male parents’ experience. Quite obviously, a
lot of anxiety is missing, and it sounds like something we would
rather avoid. But just because anxiety itself is undesirable does
not mean the entire emotional journey is worthless. If intensive
exposure to shared experience of uncertainty involved in
newborn care has led to female new parents’ huge mental load
and that they don't frame this as something they want to get rid
of, would there be something that worth inspecting about the
uncertainty itself?
We all know how uncertainty makes us uncomfortable. More
precisely, it makes us feel vulnerable because we don’t know what
we are subject to — it could be something scary, heartbreaking,
humiliating, hurting, etc. In the case of newborn care, such
uncertainty could potentially result in terrible accidents for the
baby. To put it another way, caregivers of the newborn experience
the most vulnerability when they are aware of the powerful
impact of their smallest decisions on that fragile little life’s
precarious situation.
While direct experience of being vulnerable makes people
anxious, it also makes them more empathetic to others' situation
and honest to themselves. In fact, if we step back a little, we
can easily see how the lack of these two qualities are frequently
associated with toxic masculinity in various contemporary
discourses. For female new parents in our specific scenario, the
combined effect of subjective struggle with immense uncertainty
(hence vulnerability) along with exposure to their peers’
vulnerable experiences has eventually created a mentality that
embraces imperfection and incapability as human norm.
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“They believed that what
made them vulnerable
made them beautiful......
They didn’t talk about
vulnerability being
comfortable, nor did they
really talk about it being
excruciating - they just
talked about it being
necessary.”

——Brené Brown, The power of vulnerability
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"Through active parental
engagement, both men and
women, then, participate in
breaking down the barriers
erected by masculinity and
femininity and alert us all to
just how fluid and complex
our own subjectivity can be."
—Frye, Joanne S. "Parental
Thinking: What does Gender have to do with it?"
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Design
Strategy
For those who have
learned about newborn
care with a goal-rational
mindset, can we use the
baby product retail space
to make the empirical
learning process in
newborn care more visible
and to normalize the
experience of struggling
with uncertainty (hence
vulnerability) involved in it?

To recreate the empirical learning
process in newborn care and to help
normalize the struggle with uncertainty
involved in it (hence the experience of
vulnerability), I designed a system of
interactive furniture to be used as a
part of baby product store experience.
The system consists of three groups of
components. each offering a distinct
possible approach to this end goal.

Why retail space? Unlike the online world of social media
and digital consumerism where users have been selectively
diverted into gendered information platforms from the
very beginning, brick-and-mortar baby product stores offer
interesting opportunities to fill this gender gap in parenting
mentality. According to my conversations with new parents,
couples generally go to baby product store together - this
provides a good start for creating on-site experience since
they are already present not only with their partners but
also with a group of peer parents, namely a loose community.
Moreover, such trips typically complement their online
shopping experience by offering a more tangible and
straighforward experience of the products. In this sense,
baby product brands do have the incentive to provide a more
impressive on-site experience.
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computer vision that
measures the effect of
your body position

adjustable angle
between the player and
their partner who would
possibly experience
intense movement

I "Shaky Cradle" :
Imagine what it would feel like if the traditional "try before
you buy" experience is added with an interactive tutorial
station where your partner's physical experience of sitting
in a cradle-like chair would drastically change as a form of
real-time feedback on your performance.

video tutorial featuring
an instructor that shares
similar gender with the
player

For value-rational parents, the experience of struggling
with uncertainty is often intensified by their own
awareness of the impact their decision-making could have
on the baby. This is also why they see agility/adaptability
as critical ability. This design explores a possible way to
translate and exaggerate this power relation together with
such a self-awareness to the interactions between partners.
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II "Team Up!"

Player 1

Player 2

Player 1
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Player 2
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III "Pondering Chair"
As a result of discrepant approaches to learning about
newborn care skills and products, the customer journeys of
the value-rational and the goal-rational at the baby product
store would differ a lot, too. The goal-rational parents
would usually find themselves looking for a seat to rest as
they wait for their partners' extended journey to end.

Extendable arm with
small magnet hidden
behind the visual hint
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The Pondering Chair is designed in disguise as a welcoming
and comfortable place to take a rest. Through stimulating
the user's curiosity with a pair of visual hints and inviting
the user to interact with the extendable "arm", the chair
would then softly force the user's body into a bottle-feeding
position. Despite their clarity as visual hints, the two colorcoded patches, which have small magnets on the back,
won't easily attach to each other without the user spending
some time to figure out the exact location of the matching
magnets.
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